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INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud storage is gaining popularity recently. In enterprise 
settings, we see the rise in demand for data outsourcing. It is 
also used as a core technology behind many online services for 
personal applications. Nowadays, it is easy to apply for free 
accounts for email, photo album, file sharing and/or remote 
access, with storage size more than 25GB. Together with the 
current wireless technology, users can access almost all of 
their files and emails by a mobile phone in any corner of the 
world. 
 

Data sharing is an important functionality in cloud storage. For 
example, bloggers can let their friends view a subset of their 
private pictures; an enterprise may grant her employees access 
to a portion of sensitive data. The challenging problem is how 
to effectively share encrypted data. Of course users can 
download the encrypted data from the storage, decrypt them, 
then send them to others for sharing, but it loses the value of 
cloud storage. Users should be able to delegate the access 
rights of the sharing data to others so that they can access these 
data from the server directly. However, finding an efficient 
and secure way to share partial data in cloud storage is not 
trivial. Below we will take Dropbox1 as an example for 
illustration. 
 

Assume that Alice puts all her private photos on Dropbox, and 
she does not want to expose her photos to everyone. Due to 
various data leakage possibility Alice cannot feel relieved by 
just relying on the privacy protection mechanisms provided by 
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Data sharing is an important functionality in cloud storage. In
securely, efficiently, and flexibly share data with others in cloud storage. Here we introduce 
new public-key which is used to convert the readable data into unreadable format, such 
process is called Encryption. The process of converting of the unreadable data to readable 
format is called Decryption. The novelty is that one can aggregate any set of secret keys 
and make them as compact as a single key, but encompassing the power of all the keys 
being aggregated. Here we provide formal security analysis of our schemes in the standard 
model and also describe other application of our schemes. In particular, our schemes give 
the first public-key patient-controlled encryption for flexible hierarchy; t
using the Public-Key is used to protect the data from unauthorised persons. 
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ce puts all her private photos on Dropbox, and 
she does not want to expose her photos to everyone. Due to 
various data leakage possibility Alice cannot feel relieved by 
just relying on the privacy protection mechanisms provided by  

Dropbox, so she encrypts all the photos using her own keys 
before uploading. One day, Alice’s friend, Bob, asks her to 
share the photos taken over all these years which Bob appeared 
in. Alice can then use the share function of Dropbox, but the 
problem now is how to delegate t
photos to Bob. A possible option Alice can choose is to 
securely send Bob the secret 
are two extreme ways for her under the traditional encryption 
paradigm 
 

 Alice encrypts all files with a sing
and gives Bob the corresponding secret key directly.

 Alice encrypts files with distinct keys and sends Bob 
the corresponding secret keys.

 

Encryption keys also come with two flavours 
or asymmetric (public) key. Using 
when Alice wants the data to be originated from a third party, 
she has to give the encryption her secret key; obviously, this is 
not always desirable. By contrast, the encryption key and 
decryption key are different in public
of public-key encryption gives more flexibility for our 
applications. For example, in enterprise settings, every 
employee can up-load encrypted data on the cloud storage 
server without the knowledge of the company’s master
key. 
 

Therefore, the best solution for the above problem is that Alice 
encrypts files with distinct public
single (constant-size) decryption key. Since the decryption key 
should be sent via a secure channel and kept secret, small key 
size is always de-sirable. For example, we can not expect large 
storage for decryption keys in the resource
like smart phones, smart cards or wireless sensor nodes. 
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functionality in cloud storage. In this article, we show how to 
share data with others in cloud storage. Here we introduce 
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Especially, these secret keys are usually stored in the tamper-
proof memory, which is relatively expensive. The present 
research efforts mainly focus on minimizing the 
communication requirements (such as bandwidth, rounds of 
communication) like aggregate signature [6]. However, not 
much has been done about the key itself 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
 
 
 
 

Fig 1 Alice shares files with identifiers 2, 3, 6 and 8 with Bob by sending him 
a single aggregate key. 

 

We solve this problem by introducing a special type of public-
key encryption which we call key-aggregate cryptosystem 
(KAC). In KAC, users encrypt a message not only under a 
public-key, but also under an identifier of ciphertext called 
class. That means the ciphertexts are further categorized into 
different classes. The key owner holds a master-secret called 
master-secret key, which can be used to extract secret keys for 
different classes. More importantly, the extracted key have can 
be an aggregate key which is as compact as a secret key for a 
single class, but aggregates the power of many such keys, i.e., 
the decryption power for any subset of ciphertext classes. With 
our solution, Alice can simply send Bob a single aggregate key 
via a secure e-mail. Bob can download the encrypted photos 
from Alice’s Dropbox space and then use this aggregate key to 
decrypt these encrypted photos. The scenario is depicted in 
Figure 1.The sizes of ciphertext, public-key, master-secret key 
and aggregate key in our KAC schemes are all of constant size. 
The public system parameter has size linear in the number of 
ciphertext classes, but only a small part of it is needed each 
time and it can be fetched on demand from large (but non-
confidential) cloud storage.Previous results may achieve a 
similar property featuring a constant-size decryption key, but 
the classes need to conform to some pre-defined hierarchical 
relationship. Our work is flexible in the sense that this 
constraint is eliminated, that is, no special relation is required 
between the classes We propose several concrete KAC 
schemes with dif-ferent security levels and extensions in this 
article. All constructions can be proven secure in the standard 
model. To the best of our knowledge, our aggregation 
mechanism2 in KAC has not been investigated. 
 

Existing System 
 

Cryptographic key assignment schemes aim to minimize the 
expense in storing and managing secret keys for general 
cryptographic use. It proposed a method to generate a tree 
hierarchy of symmetric keys by using repeated evaluations of 
block-cipher on a fixed secret 

Drawbacks in Existing System 
 

 Increases the costs of storing and transmitting cipher 
text. 

 The costs and complexities involved generally 
increase with increase with the number of the 
decryption keys to be shared. 

 

Proposed System 
 

In this method we are introducing a special type of public-key 
encryption which we call key-aggregate cryptosystem (KAC). 
In KAC, users encrypt a message not only under a public-key, 
but also under an identifier of ciphertext called class. That 
means the ciphertexts are further categorized into different 
classes. The key owner holds a master-secret called master-
secret key. 
 

Advantages in Proposed System 
 

 The delegation of decryption can be efficiently 
implemented with the aggregate key, which is only of 
fixed size. 

 Number of ciphertext classes is large. 
 It is easy to key management. 

 

Key-aggregate encryption 
 

We first give the framework and definition for key-aggregate 
encryption. Then we describe how to use KAC in a scenario of 
its application in cloud storage. 
 

Framework 
 

A key-aggregate encryption scheme consists of five 
polynomial-time algorithms as follows.The data owner 
establishes the public system param-eter via Setup and 
generates a public/master-secret3 key pair via KeyGen. 
Messages can be encrypted via Encrypt by anyone who also 
decides what ciphertext class is associated with the plaintext 
message to be encrypted. The data owner can use the master-
secret to generate an aggregate decryption key for a set of 
ciphertext classes via Extract. The generated keys can be 
passed to delegatees securely (via secure e-mails or secure 
devices) Finally, any user with an aggregate key can decrypt 
any ciphertext provided that the ciphertext’s class is contained 
in the aggregate key via Decrypt. 
 

 Setup (1λ, n): executed by the data owner to setup an 
account on an untrusted server. On input a security level 
parameter 1λ and the number of ciphertext classes n 
(i.e., class index should be an integer bounded by 1 and 
n), it outputs the public system parameter param, which 
is omitted from the input of the other algorithms for 
brevity. 

 KeyGen: executed by the data owner to randomly 
generate a public/master-secret key pair (pk, msk). 

 Encrypt (pk, i, m): executed by anyone who wants to 
encrypt data. On input a public-key pk, an index i 
denoting the ciphertext class, and a message m, it 
outputs a ciphertext C. 

 Extract (msk, S): executed by the data owner for del-
egating the decrypting power for a certain set of ci-
phertext classes to a delegatee. On input the master-
secret key msk and a set S of indices corresponding to 
different classes, it outputs the aggregate key for set S 
denoted by KS. 
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 Decrypt (KS, S, i, C): executed by a delegatee who 
received an aggregate key KS generated by Extract. On 
input KS , the set S, an index i denoting the 

 

Algorithm for Encryption and Decryption 
 

STEP1: SETUP: compute the keys to be encrypt 
STEP2: KEYGEN: provide the function 
STEP3: ENCRYPT for a message m ∈ GT and an index 
STEP4: Extract (msk = γ, S): for the set of s of index j the 
aggregate key 
STEP5: DECRYT: (KS, S, , C = _c1, c2, c3_) otherwise 
return a message 
 

Performance analysis 
 

Compression Factors 
 

For a concrete comparison, we investigate the space 
requirements of the tree-based key assignment approach we 
described in Section 3.1. This is used in the Complete Subtree 
scheme, which is a representative solution to the broadcast 
encryption problem following the well-known Subset-Cover 
framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   / 
 
 

Fig 2 Compression achieved by the tree-based approach for delegating 
different ratio of the classes. 

 

CONCLUSION  
 

Data privacy is a central question of cloud storage. With more 
mathematical tools, cryptographic schemes are getting more 
versatile and often involve multiple keys for a single 
application. In this article, we consider how to “compress” 
secret keys in public-key cryptosystems which support 
delegation of secret keys for different ciphertext classes in 
cloud storage. No matter which one among the power set of 
classes, the delegatee can always get an aggregate key of 
constant size. Our approach is more flexible than hierarchical 
key assignment which can only save spaces if all key-holders 
share a similar set of privileges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Future Work 
 

A limitation in our work is the predefined bound of the number 
of maximum ciphertext classes. In cloud storage, the number 
of cipher texts usually grows rapidly. So we have to reserve 
enough ciphertext classes for the future extension   
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